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OPTIMAL AND SARD APPROXШATION 
C. STRANSKA', Praha 
Abstract: The paper develops the previous Sard s idea 
of an approximation the error of which is minimal in the 
given space. It investigates the approximation in the spa­
ce of complex-valued functions on which the Hilbert pseu-
donorm is given. The Sard approximation and an optimal ap­
proximation on some subspace is defined. The relation be­
tween the optimal and Sard approximation is studied. The 
theory is illustrated by the example of integration in the 
Sobolev space. 
Kev words: Optimal approximation, Hilbert pseudonorm, 
reproducing kernel, natural spline, quadrature, Sobolev 
space. 
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Introduction. An approximation of linear functional 
m, 
A is understood as a linear combination , Su. oc^ g^ of 
"simpler" linear functionals g^f'^t^ • 
It is a natural requirement to define such an appro­
ximation the error of which would be minimal in the given 
space. A, Sard treated this idea particularly in the 
C
m
<a,b> space in [43 and [53» As A he took an integral 
c*r 
J f dt and his approximating functionals were the Dirac 
measures. If the approximation is exact on all polynomials 





where % is the so-called Peano kernel. Sard called this ap-
r^ * 2 proximation the best approximation if J % dt is minimal. 
He generalized his results later in 16] dealing with an app-
roximation of a linear operator from Banaoh space to Banach 
space. 
The present paper develops the previous idea of Sard but 
in another direction than in £6]. An approximation is inves-
tigated in the. space X of complex functions on which a Hil-
bert pseudonorm is given. 
The paper is partially based on a preceding joint work 
[3]. Analogously to C3]# the ambiguous subspace X , on which 
the pseudonorm is a norm, is constructed. Assuming that XQ 
is a Hilbert space, we define the optimal approximation on it, 
i.e. the approximation which has the minimal error in the sen-
se of its norm minimization. If X. is a space with reprodu-
cing kernel (for more details see LI] ,C7]) then we will faci-
litate the calculation of the optimal approximation. Further, 
an approximation that gives the minimal error with respect to 
the pseudonorm on X is defined. It is shown that this is a 
generalization of the previous definition of the best appro-
ximation given by Sard, and therefore we call it the Sard ap-
proximation. 
The relation between the optimal and the Sard approxi-
mation is studied. An argument is given why the Sard approxi-
mation on X is preferred to the optimal one with respect to 
X on X • However, it is considered as more convenient, in 
most cases, to use the optimal approximation on XQ . This 
approximation can be obtained from the Sard one by appropria-
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tely f i l l ing in the set of approximating funotionale. 
Finally, the theory i s illustrated by an example of in-
tegration in the Sobolev space, The theory can also be used 
for determining optimal differential schemes. 
1* General theory 
1»1« Notation and assumptions. Let X be a space of 
complex valued functions which are defined on the set Q • 
Let H II denote a Hilbert pseudonorm on X f i . e . the map 
X —* *&j satisfying 
Hi + y | | £11 xlUllyl l x,y* X 
( i ) Jl oC x I! « loc-1 . lix II txcC (C denotes the set 
llx + y l l 2 +llx - y l l 2 « 2 ( | | x l l 2 + 11 y l l 2 ) of complex 
numbers)* 
Let the kernel of the pseud onorm M - { i d , I x II « Of 
satisfy 
(il) dim M -c co . 
Farther let Wl , #t c X* be such set that 
(iii) Mn W,L -40} x ) . 
We are given linear functionals A and g1»***tgn
 (3e" 
fined on X and continuous in a certain algebraic direct 
complement of the space M in X . We shall denote it gene-
rally by XJJ • We suppose that g^.....^ are linearly in-
dependent on XJJ and 
(iv) MnG X m 401 where G - (g^...^) . 
We shall consider approximations of A in the form 
x) Tit denotes the annihilator of 731 
-5*9-
2k «. 
• •S <x4g4 and by R denote the remainder of approxima-
tion, i.e. R00 » A - ^zu^oc^g^ , where oc * (oc^,..., ocn) . 
By JL. we denote an arbitrary remainder of approximation 
that vanishes on M ; let <%M be the coefficients of this 
approximation. 
1.2. Optimal approximation. Similarly as in C31t we 
use 
Lemma 1.1. Under the assumptions (i),(ii),(iii) there 
exists an m-tuple of linear functionals L = (Z^,...9 £) , 
Zm&W* , i » l,...,m such that the space XQ a {x e X , 
L(x) » 0} is an algebraic direct complement of M , i.e. 
X - X0 O M . 
Remark. We shall call such a space X the DC-space. 
According to Lemma 1.1 it follows that the pseudonorm 
is a norm on X • So we can prove the following propositi-
on. 
Proposition 1.1. If F is a continuous functional on 
some DC-subspace then F is continuous on all DC-subspaces. 
Hence the continuity of the functionals A, gnf^tg-^ 
does not depend on the choice of a DC-subspace. Suppose 
(v) XQ is complete with respect to the norm II II (i.e. 
X is a Hilbert space). 
Remark. It is easy to prove that the validity of (v) 
implies the validity of (v) for all complements XJJ of M 
in X . 
Definition 1.1. A functional .JSu <x ig Q is called an 
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optimal approximation on XQ with respect to G if there 
exists an n-tuple of coefficients oc° such that the re-
mainder of the approximation R s R satisfies 
sup I R°f I 6. sup I R00 f I Vcc e H ^ 
l l f l l ^ l HfJIfSrl 
f C X 0 f € X Q 
The Riesz representation theorem guarantees the exis-
tence and uniqueness of functions g> f £*»»••« ? n from the 
space XQ which are the representatives of Afg^f...tgn • 
Let us denote Z • span i$*9 i • lf...tn? the subspace of 
the space X • Because of the linear independence of g-f... 
...fg> we have that dim Z » n • It is easy to prove the 
following theorems. 
Theorem 1.1. Under the assumptions (i) - (v) there ex-
ists an optimal approximation with respect to G on X . 
Moreover, the optimal approximation is unique iff g^t...tgn 
are linearly independent on X0 . 
Theorem 1.2. Let (i) - (v) hold. Then the approxima-
tion on XQ with respect to G is optimal iff it is exact 
for all functions belonging to Z . 
If XQ satisfies another assumption 
(vi) X is a space with a reproducing kernelt the so-cal-
led RK-space (see T31) 
then the optimal approximation on X0 can be well evaluated 
in most cases. The fulfilling of the assumption (vi) does 
not depend on the choice of the m-tuple of functionals L 9 
i.e. if any DC-space is RK-space then all DC-spaces are DK-
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spaces. This Is easy to prove similarly as in 131 by means 
of Proposition 1.1. 
If K denotes the reproducing kernel in X then 
we have 
gidц) - (ìц, ř±) = (Si.Kţ) - 5t(t) 
A(Kt) - (2^,9) - (g>#V - y(*) • 
Remark. In the case that the functionals g1,...fgn 
reproduce the values of the function, i.e. g i: f — > *(*±)* 
i • lf...,n , then Z * span iK± f...,K. } (see the Appli-
1 n 
cation). 
farther we shall assume only (•)* 
1.3* Sard approximation. It follows from the assump­
tion (iv) that there exists at least one approximation with 
respect to G which is exact on M . Hamely, there exist 
n functionals gfc t•••#&)-> tvom 6 f so that the matrix 
(gfc (-M))* 4m\
 ifl regular, where f^,...,^ is a basis of 
X . Hence there exists oCg » (oc^,..., ocn) such that 
(1«1) ^ S ^ CC]fii(t*) m Af. f ) m lf..#fa • 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 2 . We c a l l a funct iona l £-§»4°t]8i *&• 
Sard approximation with respect to Q t i f i t i s exact on 
X ( i . e . VfcM RSf - Bf* f . 0 ) and, 
(1.2) sup U S f I * sup l i y I 
Bf J* 1 If 1*1 
f a * f a x 
moreover. 
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holds for arbitrary Rjg . 
Remark. It is easy to verify that in the definition 
1.2 the right hand side term of (1.2) can be replaced by the 
expression: 
sup |R*f I Voc e R ^ 
llf It * 1 
f € X 
Theorem 1.3. Assuming (i) - (iv) to hold there exists 
a unique Sard approximation with respect to 6 • 
Proof, a) Existence. Let us define the function 
j> s <3CM—»» sup lAf -4-f-.,j«GiSi(*>l » where OCJJ • 
Hf 11*1 - (oclf...focn) . 
f € X 
We shall prove that this function is continuous on its do-
main, i.e. on each vector of coefficients from II which 
is the solution of m equations (1.1). This domain is a 
closed set. Further, 
l}>(oCM) - p (ec„)| £ sup | |Af - j§v,*i«i<*>- -
llf II * 1 
f€XM 
- lAf - 4 & S ^ f ) ! |* sup L ̂  (oc± -%)g±(f)l .4 
llf 11*1 
t€XU 
& max sup I g^f) I . S I oca - 5?j I » 
1 ItflUl * 
where oCM « (oC«i *••• » °̂ n * 
Since the functional g ^ . . . ^ a r e continnotts on X^ it 
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evident that the function p i s continuous in i t s domain, 
for example with the norm IIoC fl «s max I oc, I • I f we prove 
i 1 
that 
(1.3) ^ ( o c M ) — > o o if ||ocMll—* 00 
then the function Jp will attain its minimum. The functio-
nal g^t^-.tSn a r e l--̂ ear--y independent on a certain sub-
space XM , i.e. on an algebraic complement of the space M • 
Thus there exist functions f.,cX\M , ?,+ 0 , j « 1,M» 
* n 
. ..,n such that the matrix (%±(*-\))± i-i is regular. We 
have 
U f - S o c i g i ( f ) | | U ? a l - l £ o o ^ C f j ) ) ) 
j(-3CM)« sup > 
f-t-0 llfll II f j II 
f €X 
\/ i m 1 , . • • ,n • 
/TV 
Letting II oCM II —> oo we see that max I 5u o c i g i ( f . ) ! —• 
—• CD and hence ( 1 , 3 ) holds* 
q 
b) Uniqueness• I f oo denotes the n-tuple of coef-
f i c i e n t s of a Sard approximation then 
|lRSlt _ « sup I RSf I 6 sup tRMf I • II %!! -
^ H f l U l llfll 61 ^ 
f € X f€ XJJ 
for any n-tuple ocu sa t i s fy ing (1.1)-. Since XM i s a 
space with Hilbert norm, g ^ f - t S n are l inearly independent 
on XM and because of the fact that the domain of the coef-
f i c i e n t s otM i s a closed s e t , we get the uniqueness of co -
e f f i c i e n t s ooS • This fol lows from the orthogonal pro jec t i -
574-
on theorem (on a convex closed set in Hilbert space). The 
proof would be similar to that of Theorem 1.1. 
1.4* The relation between optimal and Sard approxima-
tions* Let us observe that the Sard approximation with res-
pect to G has been defined independently of the DC-sube 
space. Provided that (iv) holds, one can assume without loss 
of generality that the matrix (g-^f-t))^ ... ^ is regular, 
where ^i»«*»t^m *
s a basis of M . 
If we put 
YQ - <xeX, gi(x) * 0 f i m l,...,mj 
then YQ is a DC-space for Wt« -t%t i = l,...,mf and a 
Hilbert space, too. 
Theorem 1.4. Let us suppose that (i) - (v) hold and 
s 
let gm+l,###,^n fee * i n e a r ly independent on YQ . If oc<£ , 
i a l,...,n are the coefficients of the Sard approximation 
with respect to G on X and oo£ » i = m + l,...,n the 
coefficients of the optimal approximation on Y with res-
pect to gjQ^f.tgn on YQ , then 
°^i = ^ i * i » m + 1,..•,!- • 
Pr22£. Let us define an approximation with respect to 
G with coefficients oc « (oc^,..., oc*) such that ©c^ » 
o v 
« OCJ t i- -*m+ l,...,n and oc^ ( i-sl,..#,m is the so-
lution of m linear algebraic equations 
^cCi^Cffc) - Afk - ^ £ ^ ^ ( 1 ^ ) k - l,....m 
V «rV 
The remainder R 9 R of the approximation defined in this 
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way s a t i s f i e s the requirements of the Sard approximation* 
Indeed, 
B_f * 0 V f e M f 
sиp l RSf | - inf sop 1 R^ f) г sttp 1 R°f 1 • sup IЙГ 
l l f lUl ^M йtñái lltiìы I ř U l 
f € X f c Yл f c Yл -?*YЛ 
• sup I ifr I 
IlflUl 
f CX 
where <*u denote ^
 o C
m+l
, # , #
» °Sp -for any ec
 M
 »




• ••»oc ) • The converse inequality is trivial. Dae to the 
uniqueness of the Sard approximation, the assertion of the 
theorem follows immediately* 
Remark. The Sard approximation with respect to G is 




 n - m . It should be observed that the considered 
expression is an approximation with respect to G . This 
means that it cannot be an optimal approximation on the spa­
ce Y_ with respect to G • 
It seems natural to ask whether it would be better to 
use some of the optimal approximations on X with respect 
to G than the Sard approximation with respect to G • To 




 Z denote the spaces defined in Section 1.2 
and Si** ••»&!!
 D e
 linearly independent functions Is on M , 
which satisfy (v). 
Due to the assumption (iv) and since the optimal appro-
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xirnation is exact on all functions from Z we have 
Theorem 1.5« Let us assume that (i) - (v) hold. The 
optimal approximation on XQ is not exact on If iff the 
following implication holds: 
(1.4) 3 p c M , y e Z: G(p) - $(<#-) =-> Ap 4* ktf . 
Theorem 1.6. Assuming that (i) - (iv) hold, we have 
(1.5) sup lR°f| < sup lRSfl 
n f » * i Rfii*i 
o o 
for any DC-subspaces XQ which satisfies (v) and (1.4). 
Proof. If a DC-subspace XQ exists such that it sa-
tisfies (v), (1.4) and such that in (1.5) the equality 
holds then oc° • oc would be valid because of the unique-
ness of the optimal approximation on XQ • But this is a 
contradiction with Theorem 1.5* 
Corollary. If the task is to find the value of the 
functional A for a function f € X , we must consider whe-
ther f lies in some DC-subspace XQ fulfilling (1*4) and 
whether the given £x»***»Sa a r e l i n e a r l y independent on 
X0 • Thus, it is better to use the optimal approximation on 
XQ than the Sard approximation on X • When the answer is 
negative, we shall use the Sard approximation because 




In this case we shall say that the Sard approximation is 
"universal" with respect to all DC-subspaces satisfying (v) 
and (1.4). 
2. Application 
Let us consider the Sobolev space X » W? <a,b> , 
<m eWwith the given Hilber pseudonorm II f II » 
- J I f ( m )(t)| 2 dt . Then M is or m -, , i.e. the set of w0u m— x 
polynomials of degree less than m . If W, is the set of 
all functionals F: f — > £(t) , t £ Q Q c <a,b> , where 
card Q £ m , then (iii) holds. If we choose m different 
points x-,,...,*^ from Q and put XQ « { f e X , f(xfe) = 0, 
x c CL|k =* l,...,mf then X is a DC-space satisfying (v). 
Due to the continuous imbedding of W?<a,b> with usual 
norm into the space C < a,b> , the condition (vi) is sa-
tisfied. The reproducing kernel of X is the vector-func-
tion K^e XQ such that
 K t € N2m-l^xl'# •* *xm,t^ • i#e# Kt 
is a natural spline of degree 2m - 1 with knots x^t*** 
...,x^,t , see [3]. 
Let A be a functional given on X by Af » f f dt 
and the functionals g* by gn(--*) ** *^±) t t^6<a,b> , i » 
« l,...,n , ix^ i n ^*i^ i ** 0 • Under the assumption n> 
Z m (iv) holds. The g1#*..tgn are continuous and linearly 
independent on X 0 • 
In this case we shall call the optimal, resp. the Sard 
approximation, the optimal, resp. the Sard quadrature. 
We shall now demonstrate that the Sard quadrature coin-
cides with the best quadrature which is given by Sard in C4]. 
- 578. 
Definition 2.1. (Sard). Let t.,,...,tn be different 
points from <a,b> and m an integer such that m-s n . 
The remainder of a quadrature exact on ^m-l 
J* * 
f f d t / v S a . f ( t . ) , where f € C m < a , b > 
can be expressed in the form 
(2.1) R f . f X(t)f(m)(t) dt, 
where X i s the so -ca l l ed Peano kernel (see L53)« The quad-
rature exact on ^ m _ i with the remainder R* i s ca l l ed 
the best quadrature i f the corresponding Peano kernel 
(2 .2 ) '3C* has the minimal L2-norm among a l l Peano ker-
nels of quadratures exact on ^rm.i • 
The density of Cm<a,b> in Ŵ  < a , b > guarantees 
that ( 2 . 1 ) holds for a l l f e X . But ( 2 . 1 ) i s equivalent to 
the requirement 
sup I R* f I « inf sup I ftjjf I f 6 X 
• * ( " \ " *M «* ( m )»L2 1 
We introduce a l inear map J: Wm < a,b > I—> L2 < a,b > such 
that Jf « f(m) and a functional 
<£ (g) « J" g • * * d t f g € L 2 < a ,b> , 
then we have 
sup lR*f t - s u p 1 $ (Jf) l - sup 1$ ( g ) | « 
U f ( m ) I L * l l l f ( m ) l T * l l lg lU^l h2 h2 h2 
f c X f 6 X 
» 11$ I - » IIX*L 
L 2 L 2 
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Therefore both quadrature formulae are equivalent. 
If we now apply our theory on this special case, we 
shall receive the following results. Let D denote the se-
quence of points *i»«»*»*n • 
Theorem 2.1. There exists the unique optimal quadra-
ture on the space XQ with respect to the D n • 
Theorem 2.2. The quadrature is optimal in X iff it 
is exact on the space Z " ̂  ̂ € N2m-l^xl,#**,acm,*lf ### **n' * 
£(x±) » 0 f i « l,...f m j . 
Theorem 2.3. There exists the unique Sard quadrature 
with respect to D . 
Let us take the first m points t.,,... ftffl from D n 
and put k • n - m f Y « «{f € X f f (t±) • 0 f i « 1,...fm i . 
The other k functionals g^: f — > ^(*i^ » * " m + *§••• 
..., n are linearly independent on RK and DC-space YQ • 
Let us denote Dfc « 4t m + 1 ••• tn? • 
Theorem 2.4. If o c £ f i » l , . . . , n are the coeffi-
cient*, of the Sard quadrature with respect to D n f and 
c c ? , i « m + l,...,n are the coefficients of the optimal 
quadrature in YQ with respect to D^ then <x.| » at £ f 
i • m + lf•••fn • 
Corollary. The Sard quadrature is exact on M © Z • 
" xm-l^* f € H2ni--l ( tl* # # #» tn ) • f ( t i ) " ° • ± B 1***" « * -
• H2j-.1(tlf...ftn),which is a known result (see [21). It is 
possible to obtain the coefficients of the Sard quadrature 
by solving n + m linear independent equations: 
- 580-
S oc?t? - f t p dt , r * 0 , . . . f m - 1 
^*!<*i -Vf ' 1 + * (V - J l ( t - Vf'1 dt • 
t . . . t > 0 
i * l f . . . f n f t + * 
0 . . . t £ 0 
s 
for oc£ , i • l,...,n and m coefficients of S ^ a r ^ i . • 
To obtain the optimal quadrature with respect to D. 
on Y it is sufficient to evaluate the Sard quadrature 
with respect to D n • 
Lemma 2.1. There exists a function p £ & m<mmi each 
that if f 6 Z satisfies G(-y) « G(p) then 
j £ p d t *• JL^r" • 
Proof. We shall find the function q Qe
 N2m-l^ xl , # #* 
• ••t3^n»tlf*.«9tn) such that
 (10(ti) » 0 f i • lf...fn and 
the values of which in x-.,...,^ will be chosen to satis-
fy J q0 dt=hO • There exists a unique function qQ gi-
ven by values q 0(t 1) f...»q 0(t n) and q^x.,),... fq 0(x m) 
(see C23). Using the values qQ(
xi)f••• tq0(3-m)
 Qt x-,,... 
...JXJJJ we construct an interpolation polynomial P 0
 € ^ m-.i
# 
If we define the function y Q » p Q - qQ f then tfQ € Z 
because of T 0 (
x i ) * P 0^
xi^ " qo^ xi^ " O f 1 * --#•••» ** 
and yfi N 2 m - 1(x 3 L,... fx m,t l f... ft n) . 
*J&* f.kr 
However, J T dt 4s J P 0 dt as required. 
Due to validity of (1.4) we get 
Theorem 2.5. There is no RK and DC-spaoe X Q such 
580. -
that the optimal quadrature is exact on ^ m«i • 
Corollary. The Sard quadrature is "universal" with 
respect to all RK and DC-subspaces. 
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